તા- ૧/૧૧/૨૦૨૧

ગ સ હો ટલના એડમીશન માટની િવગતો ઓનલાઈન ભરવા બાબતની નો ટસ
અ ેની સરકાર

ઈજનેર

કોલેજ, મોડાસા ક પસમાં આવેલ ગ સ હો ટલ

સરકાર ીના R & B Dept
આપવામાં

આવશે.

ના

ારા
માટ

ૂણ થયા પછ હો ટલ
િવ ાથ નીઓએ

લોકમાં િવ ાથ નીઓને

વેશ

ભરવા ું રહશે.

ઘણી

હો ટલ

ફોમ

િવ ાથ નીઓએ સં થા ખાતે ઓફલાઈન આવી હો ટલ ફોમ ભર દ ધેલ છે .
ગ સ હો ટલમાં

વેશ લેવાની ઈ છા હોય તેમણે ઓનલાઈન પોતાના

માંગેલ માહ તી નીચે આપેલ લ કમાં તા-૧૯/૧૧/૨૦૨૧
તા-૨૨/૧૧/૨૦૨૧ થી ૨૫/૧૧/૨૦૨૧

લોક ું કામ

િવ ાથ નીઓએ
વેશ અને અ ય

ુ ીમાં ભર દવી. યારબાદ તેઓએ
ધ

ુ ીમાં ઓફલાઈન આવી હો ટલ ફોમ સં થા ખાતે
ધ

આવી િમકનીકલ વકશોપ બ ડ ગમાં આવેલ

મ નં-૨૧૦૨ ખાતે અથવા લાઈ ેર

બ ડગ

ીમતી કાઝી મેડમને સબમીટ કરવા ું રહશે. જો આ હો ટલ ફોમ ઓફલાઈન ભરવામાં

ખાતે

નહ આવે તો , તેની ઓનલાઈનની ભરલ મા હતી મેર ટ બનાવતી વખતે ગણવામાં આવશે
નહ . હો ટલ ફોમ સાથે નીચેના ડો

ુ ે સ ર ૂ કરવાના રહશે.
મ

1. ૧૨માં ધોરણની માકશીટ
2.

ુ કટની માકશીટ
જ

3. ACPC Admission લેટર
4. કટગર certificate (ઓપન િસવાય)
5. આવક નો દાખલો (જો લા ુ પડતો હોય તો)
6. પાસપોટ સાઈઝનો ફોટો (૨ નંગ)
7. Defence certificate if applicable
ફાઈનલ વષની િવ ાથ નીઓને (એટલે ક સેમે ટર ૭ અને ૮માં) અ યાસ કરતી
િવ ાથ નીઓને ગ સ હો ટલમાં

વેશ મળશે નહ ,

ની ન ધ લેશો. આથી તેઓએ હો ટલ ફોમ

ભર ું નહ .
હો ટલ ફોમ ભરતા પહલા નીચે દશાવેલ ગ સ હૉ ટલના િનયમો વાંચી પછ જ ફોમ ભર .ું
વેશ મેળવતી વખતે આ િનયમો િવ ાથ નીઓ અને તમારા વાલીને ખબર હોવી જ ર છે .
વેશ ક ફમ કરતી વખતે તમારા વાલીની અને િવ ાથ ની સહ હોવી જ ર છે .

General Rules & Regulations For Girls’ Hostel
 The students must remember that, the hostel is the home of the students on
the campus & they should behave themselves on the campus as well as
outside in such manner so that dignity of the institution is maintained.

Behaviour and Discipline


The students are expected to display acceptable forms of behaviour
anywhere within the hostel compound and the Institute premises.



Noise level, volume of music system, etc. must be kept low at all times. These
rules are intended for the Resident to follow so as to achieve a conducive
living environment for all the residents.



Pranks, ragging and rowdy games in any form are strictly prohibited.



Strict disciplinary action will be initiated if resident/s is/are caught committing a
crime or theft of any kind & the case may be referred to the City Police for
necessary action under IPC and resident/s may be evicted. Prior to eviction,
Resident/s will have to settle all outstanding charges where deemed
applicable including forfeiture of unutilized period of the rent paid.



Vandalism is a very serious offence; Residents found guilty of committing
such an offence may be evicted from the Hostel.



The Residents shall dress in appropriate attire at all times within the hostel
vicinity especially in Dinning area. (Wearing shorts, Bermuda, Night-dress,
Short/mini Skirts and One piece are not allowed in dinning area and Girls’
Hostel Office)



Residents are not allowed to keep weapons & threatening items in their
possession in the hostel and institute premises.

Upkeeping of The Hostel


Residents are responsible for the up-keeping, cleanliness and tidiness of their
rooms with the help of lady sweepers at all times including the common areas
in the Hostel, such as the lounge area, dinning room and bathrooms for the
convenience of the next users.



A Resident should check the fittings & fixtures in her room at the time of
occupation. If there is any deficiency or inadequacy, it should be brought to
the notice of the hostel staff. The Resident shall be responsible for the fittings

and fixtures of her room and shall see to it that they are in order at the time of
handing over of the room when she leaves the hostel.


Use of electrical appliances like heaters, hotplates, etc, in the hostel rooms is
strictly prohibited.



All fans, light and electrical appliances must be switched off when not in use.



Placing of baggage/bags or unwanted items outside the room or anywhere in
hostel except the allotted rooms is not allowed to avoid obstruction to other
residents.



Common Hostel furniture must not be moved from its existing position/place
without the consent of the Hostel Authority.



Alteration of furniture, fixtures etc. provided by Hostel authorities is strictly
prohibited.



Residents sharing common facilities within a room of the Hostel shall be liable
for a joint payment towards the cost of repair or loss of facilities within the
room in event of loss/ damage of the facility. In no case such damage or loss
is attributable to a single resident.



All the hostel articles issued to the students must be returned to the Hostel
Warden / Care taker before the students leave their rooms. They shall be
responsible for any loss. The loss, if any, shall be made good from the
defaulters.



The Hostel Management reserves the Rights to enter, inspect or spot checks
the rooms in the interest of proper conduct of the Residents, or the orderly
and efficient administration and proper use of the rooms, or to maintain/repair
the premises but only in the presence of the Residents.

Visitors


Visitors are allowed into the visitor’s room area during the following visiting
hours :-



All visitors must register at the Security Counter of Girls’ Hostel and provide
all detail and documents for verification as requested by Lady Security Guard.



No visitor shall be allowed to loiter around the Hostel vicinity except the
visiting room.



Visitors are NOT allowed to use the hostel facilities.



Visitors are not permitted to stay overnight in the Hostel without the prior
consent of the Warden / Hostel Management.



Engineers/ mechanics/masons/labors etc. other than authorized by college
authorities shall not allowed to enter the rooms in any case. Persons
attending personal complaints of the residents, like repairs of computer,
laptop or any other equipment are not allowed to enter into the rooms. All
such type of complaints is to be attended in Visitors area only.
o

Mondays to Friday – 5.30 PM to 6.30 PM.

o

Saturday & Sundays – 10.00 a.m. – 12.00 noon & 5.00 PM to 7.00 PM.

For the safety of all Residents, the followings are to be observed


Residents must return to the Hostel by 7.30 pm daily for their own safety at
their own risk.
o

Resident who needs to stay out after the stipulated time must take prior
permission from the Warden / Car taker in the prescribed form
available with the Warden office and sign a declaration of their purpose
in writing well in advance (4 days). It is necessary to furnish the details
like, their contact numbers, expected return time and their whereabouts
during the allowed time.



Residents are not allowed to stay outside the hostel overnight for their own
safety.
o

Resident who needs to stay outside the hostel can be permitted only if
their parents or local guardian are with them. For this, parents or local
guardian must make a declaration of their purpose; furnish their contact
details and expected returns date and time. This permission is to be
obtained from the Warden, in writing 4 days prior.

Security


Residents are responsible for all their personal belongings and valuable items
like cell/mobile phone, laptop, computer, watches and money etc and should
ensure that door and windows of their rooms are properly secured at all times.
The Institute is not responsible for any loss of personal items.



Residents are not permitted to change rooms or sleep anywhere other than in
their allotted room without the consent of the Hostel Authority in writing.



Residents shall not hand over the keys of her room to anybody except the
warden/ care taker of the hostel concerned.



Employment of a private servant is not allowed in the hostel.



Offering of payment / Tips, rewards, token of appreciation or gifts in any kinds
for any services rendered by any worker of hostel is not allowed.



Any cyber crime, indiscriminate imaging with mobile camera or digital camera,
MMS etc will be taken very seriously and action shall be taken against
residents found guilty of such activities.

Emergency


In case of emergency outside office hours, please contact (i) The Warden /
Care taker / any other hostel authorities available at that point of time

Medical aid


First aid Kit is available with lady guard.



Any case of illness shall be reported to the Medical Officer / Hostel Authorities
immediately.



If necessary, the resident will be shifted to the hospital at the discretion of the
Medical Officer.

Hostel Facilities


Cleanliness of the room is to be maintained by the student herself.



Laundry Area – Residents have to keep the area clean and tidy at all times.
Keep the washing agents at the proper area provided.



Hostel mess facility is available in the hostel. It is compulsory to take food
(Break fast/Lunch/Dinner) at the hostel. Tiffin service from outside the campus
is not permitted.



Hostel mess committee is formed for framing rules and regulation of hostel
mess. It is mandatory to follow the rules and regulation approved by Hostel
mess committee.

Updates and Announcements


Any new updates and announcements will be posted on the Notice Board only
and the website of the institute.



Resident is advice not to paste any poster / announcement on the wall.

Termination of Hostel Facility


Disciplinary action shall be initiated or Hostel facility shall be withdrawn at any
point of time without giving any notice, if the resident is misusing the facility or
not following the rules and regulations of the Hostel or found involved in any
illegal activity anywhere inside/outside the hostel.



Principal / Hostel Management Committee / Rector / Warden/ Care taker
reserves the right to deny / withdrawn facility of the student(s) at any point of
time without prior notice.



If the admitted student is found irregular in the residing at her allotted room
during the visit, her admission will be cancelled and immediately the
admission will be given to next student.

Revision of Rules And Regulations


The Institute reserves the Rights to revise the Rules & Regulations, Terms &
Conditions from time to time and will keep the residents informed of any
changes in the form of memoranda and/or notices on the Notice Boards and
website of the institute.



A resident residing at any of the hostel under the purview of this institution is
governed by the rules and regulations herein mentioned.



Residents found breaking any Rules & Regulations, Terms & Conditions at
any hostel(s) under the purview of this institute are liable for expulsion from
the hostel / disciplinary action.

હો ટલ ફોમ ભરવા માટની લ ક નીચે

ુ બ છે .
જ

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe0m8zhc7zXLo8u0M3iH_iCVp24kqWOe8PAL4Rjhj9lWrhjQQ/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0&pli=1

છે લી તાર ખ – ૧૯/૧૧/૨૦૨૧

By Order
Hostel Management Committee
Government Engineering College
Modasa

